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agricultural
management
entrepreneur agriculture
general manager agriculture
Start a rewarding career in agriculture to support the
nutritional needs of our growing society. Agricultural
business comes in many sizes allowing you to work as a
small family unit or working closely with a large agriculture
company. This certificate could unlock your entrepreneurial
spirit or assist in the upward mobility within a large
farming cooperative.
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Where You Could Go
The agricultural management certificate prepares a person
to independently start a small niche farming operation
providing a rewarding occupation. It can also enhance
a person’s ability to accelerate an already established
private farming operation moving into new product lines
or improved business practices. Additionally, it allows a
person to participate in the development of best practices
at a large agricultural company.
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North Central State College will continue to partner with
regional individuals, associations, and colleges to advance
this certificate to the next level.
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What Can You Earn
The average annual salary in the region for an agricultural
manager is approximately $27,000.00 not including
benefits and bonuses. Of course as an entrepreneur the
income could be unlimited.
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